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Harvest Time

The harvest beat

Harvest Gone By

A Poor Harvest

If you live in the country or in an area where food is 
grown, you’ll know just how important harvest is.

Do you know whatDo you know whatDo you know whatDo you know what’’’’s so important about harvest time?s so important about harvest time?s so important about harvest time?s so important about harvest time?

S

SAMPLE SLIDE

Just suppose you went to your 
nearest supermarket where you 
do your food shopping and all 
the food shelves were empty….. 

Oh, there wasn’t a very 
good harvest this year. 

We won’t have much food 
until next year I’m afraid. 
Can you come back then?

There’s no food! 
What’s happened?

SAMPLE SLIDE

We’re used to being able to go to the shops and 
seeing lots of different types of food on display. 
We’re used to buying all the food we want. SAMPLE SLIDE

We are so used to seeing fresh, canned and frozen food on 
the shelves that we expect there will always be plenty –
however good or bad the last harvest was. SAMPLE SLIDE

What is What is What is What is ‘‘‘‘harvestharvestharvestharvest’’’’ and what happens at harvest time?and what happens at harvest time?and what happens at harvest time?and what happens at harvest time?

SAMPLE SLIDE
Harvest is the time of year when all Harvest is the time of year when all Harvest is the time of year when all Harvest is the time of year when all 

the crops are gathered in.the crops are gathered in.the crops are gathered in.the crops are gathered in.

SAMPLE SLIDE

Harvest is the time when grain is cut. The ripe Harvest is the time when grain is cut. The ripe Harvest is the time when grain is cut. The ripe Harvest is the time when grain is cut. The ripe 
seeds of wheat, barley, oats, and rye  are used to seeds of wheat, barley, oats, and rye  are used to seeds of wheat, barley, oats, and rye  are used to seeds of wheat, barley, oats, and rye  are used to 
make breakfast cereals and other kinds of food.make breakfast cereals and other kinds of food.make breakfast cereals and other kinds of food.make breakfast cereals and other kinds of food.SAMPLE SLIDE



There are more There are more There are more There are more 
than thirty than thirty than thirty than thirty 

types of wheat. types of wheat. types of wheat. types of wheat. 
Durum wheat is Durum wheat is Durum wheat is Durum wheat is 
used to make used to make used to make used to make 

spaghetti, spaghetti, spaghetti, spaghetti, 
macaroni, and macaroni, and macaroni, and macaroni, and 
other pastas. other pastas. other pastas. other pastas. 

Bread wheat is Bread wheat is Bread wheat is Bread wheat is 
ground into ground into ground into ground into 

flour to make flour to make flour to make flour to make 
bread, pastry bread, pastry bread, pastry bread, pastry 
and cakes. and cakes. and cakes. and cakes. 

SAMPLE SLIDE

Harvest is Harvest is Harvest is Harvest is 
the time the time the time the time 
when when when when 

vegetables vegetables vegetables vegetables 
are picked are picked are picked are picked 
ready for ready for ready for ready for 
eating or eating or eating or eating or 

freezing or freezing or freezing or freezing or 
putting into putting into putting into putting into 
cans and cans and cans and cans and 
bottles.bottles.bottles.bottles.

SAMPLE SLIDE

Harvest is Harvest is Harvest is Harvest is 
the time the time the time the time 

when all the when all the when all the when all the 
fruit has fruit has fruit has fruit has 

ripened and ripened and ripened and ripened and 
can be can be can be can be 
picked.picked.picked.picked.

SAMPLE SLIDE

If you lived in the If you lived in the If you lived in the If you lived in the 
country what do you country what do you country what do you country what do you 
think youthink youthink youthink you’’’’d see that d see that d see that d see that 
would tell you itwould tell you itwould tell you itwould tell you it’’’’s s s s 

harvest time?harvest time?harvest time?harvest time?

SAMPLE SLIDE Reach up high, stand on your toes,Reach up high, stand on your toes,Reach up high, stand on your toes,Reach up high, stand on your toes,
Pluck the fruit which on the branches grows.Pluck the fruit which on the branches grows.Pluck the fruit which on the branches grows.Pluck the fruit which on the branches grows.

Reach for the apple, reach for the pear,Reach for the apple, reach for the pear,Reach for the apple, reach for the pear,Reach for the apple, reach for the pear,
Over here and over there.Over here and over there.Over here and over there.Over here and over there.

SAMPLE SLIDE Now bend down and look around,Now bend down and look around,Now bend down and look around,Now bend down and look around,
Gather vegetables from the ground.Gather vegetables from the ground.Gather vegetables from the ground.Gather vegetables from the ground.
Pull the carrots, bend your knees,Pull the carrots, bend your knees,Pull the carrots, bend your knees,Pull the carrots, bend your knees,
Pluck tomatoes, beans and peas.Pluck tomatoes, beans and peas.Pluck tomatoes, beans and peas.Pluck tomatoes, beans and peas.

SAMPLE SLIDE

Pick the grapes which grow on the vine,Pick the grapes which grow on the vine,Pick the grapes which grow on the vine,Pick the grapes which grow on the vine,
Plump and juicy with sunshine.Plump and juicy with sunshine.Plump and juicy with sunshine.Plump and juicy with sunshine.

Drop them in the bucket, stamp your feet,Drop them in the bucket, stamp your feet,Drop them in the bucket, stamp your feet,Drop them in the bucket, stamp your feet,
Make grape juice with the harvest beat!Make grape juice with the harvest beat!Make grape juice with the harvest beat!Make grape juice with the harvest beat!

SAMPLE SLIDE Do a somersault forwards and back,Do a somersault forwards and back,Do a somersault forwards and back,Do a somersault forwards and back,
Lift that bale and carry the sack.Lift that bale and carry the sack.Lift that bale and carry the sack.Lift that bale and carry the sack.

Swing that scythe from side to side,Swing that scythe from side to side,Swing that scythe from side to side,Swing that scythe from side to side,
Bounce up and down on the hay wagon ride.Bounce up and down on the hay wagon ride.Bounce up and down on the hay wagon ride.Bounce up and down on the hay wagon ride.

SAMPLE SLIDE Stretch to your left, stretch to your right.Stretch to your left, stretch to your right.Stretch to your left, stretch to your right.Stretch to your left, stretch to your right.
Harvest this food in the Autumn sunlight.Harvest this food in the Autumn sunlight.Harvest this food in the Autumn sunlight.Harvest this food in the Autumn sunlight.

Twist and turn, kick up your heels,Twist and turn, kick up your heels,Twist and turn, kick up your heels,Twist and turn, kick up your heels,
Clap your hands and dance your reels!Clap your hands and dance your reels!Clap your hands and dance your reels!Clap your hands and dance your reels!

ANON

SAMPLE SLIDE



We have fridges 
and freezers and 

cans that can 
keep food safe 
for a long time.

SAMPLE SLIDE

Before people 
had fridges 

and freezers, it 
mattered a lot 
whether it was 
a good harvest 
each autumn. 

A good harvest was 
something to be grateful for. 
Why do you think that was?Why do you think that was?Why do you think that was?Why do you think that was?

Alexander Mann - The Gleaners 1889

SAMPLE SLIDE

In Victorian times the harvest was fully 
underway in August and September. Almost 
everybody, men, women and children, helped 
with the harvest. That meant schools had to 
close and give their pupils a holiday so that 

they could help with the harvest.
Grain crops such as wheat, barley, oats and 

rye were all harvested as they ripened. 

SAMPLE SLIDE

The wheat had to be cut 
with scythes, gathered 
into bundles, and carried 
on horse-drawn carts to 
the barn.  

Everyone had Everyone had Everyone had Everyone had 
to help to help to help to help 

harvest the harvest the harvest the harvest the 
crops.crops.crops.crops.SAMPLE SLIDE

The wheat was threshed by 
hand to separate the grain 
from the chaff. Threshing 
meant separating the seeds 
from the stalks by using a 
tool called a flail.

SAMPLE SLIDE

In Victorian times farm work was very hard. 
There were no tractors or combine harvesters.

Franz Richard Unterberger
The Last Day Of The Harvest 

1860

SAMPLE SLIDE

To plough a field a farmer had to steer a horse-drawn 
plough by hand. Eventually farmers began to use steam-
powered machines to thresh the grain and by the 1870s, 
a quarter of grain harvesting was done by machinery.

SAMPLE SLIDE
New machinery made life easier, but it also put 
people out of work. Can you guess why?Can you guess why?Can you guess why?Can you guess why?

SAMPLE SLIDE During the 1870s there were a number of very poor harvests. 
With no work in the fields, many people left the countryside 
in search of jobs elsewhere.

Thomas James Lloyd The potato harvest 1882

SAMPLE SLIDE



During the early 1800s (more than 200 years ago) 
the British Government made new laws which they 
called the Corn LawsCorn LawsCorn LawsCorn Laws. These laws banned ships from 
bringing wheat from other countries to Britain. 
Only British wheat was allowed. The problem was, 
it meant that the price of bread was too much for 
poor people to afford.

The poorest people 
had no choice but to 
live  almost entirely 

on potatoes.

SAMPLE SLIDE

Irish potato famine – a drawing by Bridget O'Donnel 1849

Many poor Irish people 
grew potatoes for food; 
it was often all they had 
to eat. When a terrible 

potato disease arrived in 
Ireland in1845 the 

potatoes became rotten, 
the harvest failed and 
people began to starve 

to death.

SAMPLE SLIDE

This is a picture of starving 
people in Ireland in 1847. 

Between 1845 and 1849 
the potato crop in Ireland 

was completely ruined by a 
disease called blight. This 

caused a faminefaminefaminefamine and almost 
one million people died. 

The Great Potato Famine

SAMPLE SLIDE

The people were very angry with the British 
Government and decided that their best chance 
of survival was to leave Ireland for good. 

By 1861 about two million 
Irish people left their homes 
and sailed to America.

SAMPLE SLIDE

We are lucky because we get enough to eat. We can 
eat all the right foods. We can also drink clean and 
fresh water. We never have to be hungry or thirsty 
for long because there’s always plenty of food for us 
to buy.

SAMPLE SLIDE

Many people in the world are not so lucky. They 
don’t get enough food. In some countries farmers 
can’t grow enough for everyone. Often the people 
are too poor to be able to buy enough food.

Sometimes there is too 
little rain for crops to 
grow and so, the 
people go hungry. 
Their harvests fail. 
When there is no food 
for the people it’s 
called a faminefaminefaminefamine.

SAMPLE SLIDE

Even today, in many 
poorer countries, 

when harvests fail, 
people starve and die.

SAMPLE SLIDE

Thank you for what we have.Thank you for what we have.Thank you for what we have.Thank you for what we have.

Help us to remember
other children around the world

who do not have enough food to eat
or water to drink

or clothes to wear.
Let us be thankful for all the things that we have

and learn the importance of sharing.

A prayer by Margaret Fairburn.

SAMPLE SLIDE
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